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ABSTRACT
In the early 1970s, based on single index deducted from absolute quality deviants, Genichi Taguchi proposed the quality loss module. This module builds the foundation of his three-stage design theory, e.g. system design, parameter design and tolerance design. In actual production process, nevertheless, it is multiple quality indices that influence the
total quality. Consequently, the interaction of the quality indices should be imported into the module as a key factor.
Accordingly, based on several indices of relative quality deviation, introduce a 2-order multivariate quality module at
first. Next, extend the module to 3 or even higher orders. Then, improve the previous quality module by simplifying the
2-order module as a multivariate quality loss module. Finally, bring forward a significant solution to determinate all
the coefficients in the multivariate quality loss module and describe its work flow as well.
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Qproduct  f (Q1 , Q2 ,...Qh ..., QH )

1. Introduction
In the early 1970s, Dr. Genichi Taguchi, the famous
quality management expert of Japan, carried on an innovation research into the theories and methods of quality
management [1]. He established the famous “Taguchi
Three-stage Design Methods”, the system design, the
parameter design and the tolerance design. The core of
his theory was his quality loss model [2,3]. And the quality loss model was based on the absolute quality deviant,
which suited for the single quality index. However, in the
actual production process, many partial quality indices
often affected the total quality in a coactions mode. After
these interactions being considered, a multivariate quality
loss mode can be brought forward [4].
To this many partial quality indices, Chan and Ibrahim
studied a quality evaluation model using loss function for
multiple S-type quality characteristics [5]. To determinate the coefficients of the multivariate quality loss mode,
AHP method or tolerance method can be used [6,7].

2. Model Building
The total quality is a synthetic quality, which is often a
coaction of some machining qualities and some assembling qualities of every part [1]. And it can be regarded
as a function of every partial quality (including the machining qualities and the assembling qualities):
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Assuming that f has continuous partial derivatives till
3-order in a neighborhood D of the origin, P0(0,0…0).
There are H partial quality indices altogether, q1, q2, …
qH. These partial quality indices are all continuous types;
their values are very small and stand for relative quality
deviants. When the values of q1, q2,…qH equal 0, it
stands for no quality deviant (Here we use the relative
quality deviants to get dimensionless. Thus a minor error
can be avoided in the derivation process of Taguchi’s
model.) [8]. Then the product quality can be expressed as
follows:
H

f ( q1 , q2 ..., qh ..., qH )  f (0,0...,0)   fQh (0,0...,0)qh
h 1



1
 fQ Q (0,0...,0)qh1 qh2  R2
2! h1,h2 1 h1 h2
H

while, R2 is the 2-order remainder term.
R2 

1 H
 fQ Q Q ( q1... qh ... qH )qh1 qh2 qh3
3! h1,h2 ,h3 1 h1 h2 h3
(0    1)

A brief proof is as follows:
considering a single variant function Q (t )

Q (t )  f ( q1t , q2t..., qht..., qH t ) ,

(1  t  1)
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Q (t ) has continuous partial derivatives till 3-order for
( 1  t  1) .

M


3! 

Obeying the 2-order single variant Talylor’s formula
with Lagrange remainder term, we get:
Q (t )  Q (0)  Q(0)t 



1
1
Q(0)t 2  Q( t )t 3 (0    1)
2!
3!
,

M
=
3!

Let t=1, we get
Q (1)  Q (0)  Q(0) 

1
1
Q (0)  Q ( )
2!
3!

(1)

Follow the definition of Q (t ) and the differential
method of composite function. We get
H

Q(t )   fQh ( q1t ,...qht ,..., qH t )qh
h 1

H



Q(t ) 

fQh Qh ( q1t ,...qh t ,..., qH t ) qh1 qh2
1

h1 ,h2 1

Q(t ) 

H



h1 ,h2 ,h3 1

2

1

2

3

Then, when t =0,
H

Q (0)   fQh (0,...0,...,0) qh
h 1

H



h1 ,h2 1

Q(0) 

H



h1 ,h2 ,h3 1

fQh Qh (0,...0,...,0) qh1 qh 2
1

2

fQh Qh Qh (0,...0,...,0)qh1 qh2 qh3
1

2

3

while
Q (1)  f ( q1 , q2 ..., qh ..., qH )

,

Q (0)  f (0,..., 0..., 0)
Substitute the results into (1)
The expansion equation can get proved.
To estimate the error term, we have:
f has continuous partial derivatives till 3-order; in the
neighborhood of (0,…,0,…0); the 3-order partial derivative has a bound M.
denote

  q12  q22  ...qH2 

H

q
h 1

2
h

=

 H

3





3


M
qh  

3!
h 1

H

2

3
M
M
( q1  q2  ...  qH ) 2  


3! 
3! 
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qh1 qh2 

h1 ,h2 1

H

 H

3

3

(   0)

It is the general form that is used to describe the total
quality index in the above formula. If the quality loss
form index is adopted, the model can be much more simplified. Imply that when all the partial quality indices
equal 0, the total quality index takes the minimum, 0. It
is easy to see that the 0-order and 1-order derivative can
be gotten rid of. Then a new product quality loss model
can be built as follows:
L  Qproduct   wh2 qh 2 
h 1

n



h1 1, h1  h2

wh1h2 qh1 qh2

(2)

Compared it with Taguchi’s model, we can see that (2)
is actually the extended multivariate form of Taguchi’s
quality loss model.
Here, Qproduct is a target total quality index and described as the quality loss. All the n partial quality indices influence Qproduct in a coaction mode, and qh is the
relative quality deviant. Every partial quality deviant can
be gotten by statistic. Here we use the relative partial
quality deviant, and it can be expressed by the relative
quality value of the deviant from the target value and
severalfold tolerances. If the value of quality characteristic lies beyond the tolerance, it should be multiplied by a
punishment factor.
H

2
where,  wh2 q h ,
h 1

n



h1 1,h1  h2

wh1h2 qh1 qh2

are separately the

self-action item and the inter-action item of the partial
quality deviants. wh2 is the self-action influence weight
2
of the quality deviant q h ; wh1h2 is the inter-action
weight of deviant qh1 qh2 .

Compared with our expansion equation, it can be gotten
wh2 

wh1h2 
M H
M
 qh qh qh  3! (q1  q2  ...  qH )3
3! h1 ,h2 ,h3 1 1 2 3

3

3
M
H ( q12  q2 2  ...  qH 2 ) 


3!

 R2  o(  2 ) ,

(   0)

,

then
R2 


1
(qh1 2  qh2 2 ) 

2
h1 , h2 1

H

H

f Qh Qh Qh ( q1t ,...qh t ,..., qH t ) qh1 qh2 qh3

Q (0) 

107

1
1
f 2 (0,...,0,...0)  f Q2 (0,...,0,...0)
2! Qh
2 h

1
fQ Q (0,...,0,...0)
2! h1 h2

1
fQ Q (0,...,0,...0)  fQh Qh (0,...,0,...0) 

2 1
2  h1 h2
=fQh Qh (0,...,0,...0)


3

1

2

(h1  h2 )

If necessary, we can also expand the product quality
model further more to U-order.
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U 
H

1
 f (u )Q Q ...Q  0, 0..., 0  qh qh ...qh    RU
Qproduct   

h1 h2
hu
1
2
u 

u 2 

 u ! h1 ,h2 ,...hu 1
U
RU  o(  )

When the quality model is expanded to 2-order, the
inter-actions of partial quality indices have been fully
considered. In fact, the impactions of items higher than
2-order are very little [10,11]. Thus for the simplification
of computation and the actual requirement, further higher
orders are never needed.
The above work suits the small-is-better and the nominal-is-best problems. The large-is-better problem can
also be reformed into a small-is-better problem.

3.1 The Tolerance Limits Method
The quality loss model (2) can also be written as
H

i 1

n



i 1, i  j

wij qi q j

(3)

the coefficients wij can be determined using the following
method all these wij (i≤j) can constitute a upper triangular
matrix like Figure 1.
1) Determine the elements in Diagonal for an arbitrary
i (i=1,2,...,H), when all the qk=0, (k≠i) i is the tolerance limit of defective for self quality and Ai is the self
quality loss when defective happens.
Then we have
H

Qproduct  Ai   wii q 2i 
i 1

n



i 1,i  j

wij qi q j  wii ( i ) 2

i 1

n



i 1,i  j

wij qi q j

 wii ( ij0,i )2  w jj ( ij0, j ) 2  wij  ij0,i  ij0, j
Thus we have
wij   Aij0  wii ( ij0,i ) 2  w jj ( ij0, j ) 2  /  ij0,i  ij0, j

where
This coefficient determination process can be described in Figure 2.
Remark:
In some particular circumstances,
 ij0,i   i0 ,  ij0, j   0j

we have a simplified form
wij   Aij0  Ai0  A0j  /  i0  0j

3.2 Other Methods
To determinate the weight coefficients, the least square
method can also be adopt. However linear neural networks are more suitable [11–14]. The input weights of
the trained neural network are just the weight coefficients
of the model.

4. Conclusions

So
wii  Ai /( i )

H

Q product  Aij0   wii q 2i 

wii  Ai0 /( i0 ) 2 , w j  A0j /(  0j ) 2

3. Coefficient Determination

Qproduct   wii q 2i 

is the tolerance limit of quality j for coaction quality i
and j and Aij is the coaction quality loss when coaction
defective happens.
Then we have

2

2) Determine other elements for an arbitrary i,j
(i,j=1,2,...,H, i≤j), when all the qk=0, (k≠i, k≠j), iij is the
tolerance limit of quality i for coaction quality i and j, ijj

Based on the quality loss model of Taguchi, the total
quality model which is based on multivariate relative
quality deviants was studied. A 2-order product quality
model, which was based on several indices of relatively
quality deviation, was built. Then, the model was successfully extended to 3 or even higher orders. To deduce

w11 w12 w13 w14 w15 w16 w17
w22 w23 w24 w25 w26 w27
w33 w34 w35 w36 w37
w44 w45 w46 w47
w55 w56 w57
w66 w67
Figure 1. Upper triangular matrix of coefficients then, we
can determine these coefficients
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Figure 2. From the diagonal elements to other elements
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a simplified formula, a new simplified product quality
model (a multivariate quality loss model) was built and
the error of it was also analyzed. Finally, a useful
method of the coefficient determination was brought
forward to determinate all the coefficients in the multivariate quality loss model and the work flow of it was
also described.
However, in the complex product, the coupling factor,
structure layer and the number of parts may have a further increase, and the quality loss model become more
and more complex. Then there are no enough data for the
determination of the coefficients and the calculation also
become more and more complex. To make full use of
historical data and similar data, a quick-response incremental model of multivariate quality loss is needed. So it
should be in our further research.
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